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GENERAL INFORMATION
Philosophy
Vocational-Technical Education is a comprehensive term. It ap
plies to all facets of training and education of people for gainful or
useful employment. Present and predicted employment needs of the
community, state and nation, coupled with existing state and fed
eral legislation have provided the impetus for the development of the
Missoula Technical Center.
With the guidance and endorsement of the professions, labor,
and management; with assistance and support of state and indepen
dent agencies; and with strong directions from the state taxpayers,
the Missoula Technical Center is dedicated to meeting the chal
lenge of new and evolving dimensions in the world of work.

Objectives
The Missoula Technical Center assumes a responsibility to
meet the needs of youth and adults, regardless of their educational
or occupational experience, by offering a curriculum that will:
Provide pre-employment training for persons with special
needs;
Develop skills and knowledge necessary for entry into and
progress within an occupation;
Afford supplementary skills and knowledge necessary for up
grading of persons employed or trained within an occupation;
Provide a basis for continuing education within an occupa
tional field or retraining for another occupation;
Provide general adult and community service education.
It is further the responsibility of the Missoula Technical Center
to meet community needs through:
Providing an appropriate opportunity for persons who have
left school to attain an adequate education;
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Building a resource of trained manpower to satisfy the imme
diate and projected needs of labor and industry;
Offering community services to help meet the cultural needs
of the individual;
Establishing and maintaining a liaison between the individual
and future educational and employment opportunities.
Advisory Committees
Missoula Technical Center depends upon the advice and
counsel of lay persons to assist in meeting its responsibilities to
the community and state at large and to the student individually.
The recommendations of a representative advisory committee are
an integral part of program development and administration, and
the foundation of MTC’s job placement service. MTC relies on two
specific advisory groups — a general over-all committee and a
cluster of occupational curriculum committees. The chairman of
each major curriculum committee sits on the over-all committee.
Both groups include representatives from the professions, labor,
employers, management, technical personnel, and lay persons rep
resenting special community needs.
Each curriculum is developed in conjunction with advice and
counsel of a specialized Curriculum Advisory Committee. This
committee is composed of employers and employees in the occu
pations for which training is offered plus one or more persons rep
resenting special needs. All curriculum advisory committees have
elected officers and meet at least twice a year. The purpose of the
Curriculum Advisory Committee is to provide specific information
concerning instruction necessary to prepare students for jobs as
they exist or can be projected.
Lists of advisory committee members are available at all times.
Accreditation
Missoula Technical Center was designated as a state voca
tional technical center by the Montana Legislative Assembly, H.B.
481, effective July 1, 1969, and the State Board of Vocational Edu
cation.
The curriculum is approved by the Montana Department of
Public Instruction and the Montana State Board of Vocational Edu
cation. Missoula Technical Center programs are further approved
or accredited by the United States Office of Education, Veterans
Administration, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Division of Vocational Re
habilitation and other agencies or services. Specific programs are
approved by appropriate agencies such as the Montana State Board
of Nursing and the Federal Aviation Agency.
Specific agency approval or accreditation is noted for each
program.
Administration
The Missoula Technical Center, a state vocational-technical
center, is locally governed by the Missoula County High School
Board of Trustees.
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Teacher Qualifications
Teachers employed in the full-time post-secondary curricula
of the Missoula Technical Center hold valid Montana teaching
certificates, endorsed for vocational-technical instruction. In addi
tion, and because great importance is placed on job-proficiency
within the occupation taught, all instructors are required to docu
ment successful work experience beyond the learning stage of the
occupation, together with appropriate academic training specific
to vocational education methods and subject matter. A minimum
of three years of such documented-work experience is possessed
by all instructors.
School Calendar
MTC’s basic school calendar includes three twelve-week quar
ters and one nine-week (summer) quarter. Registration is by quar
ter for most programs, even though certain programs may vary in
term to meet specific training needs. The only exception to the
regular registration schedule is found in five programs: Book
keeper’s Assistant, Secretarial, Stenographic, Clerk Typist and the
first year of Electromechanical Technology. Enrollment in these pro
grams can be effected on a daily basis, as space permits, beginning
with Fall Quarter 1971. Questions regarding such enrollment should
be directed to the office of admissions.
Whenever possible, occupational training programs extend
through the summer to enable students to become available for
work in the shortest possible time.
MTC observes national holidays, and, when appropriate,
schedules vacations at the completion of each quarter. Summer
quarter generally closes early in August, to allow preparation for
the new school year beginning in the fall, when most new programs
are added. (Calendar enclosed)

CAMPUS FACILITIES AND SERVICES
Location
Missoula Technical Center is located at 909 South Avenue
West, near the Fairgrounds, at the intersection of South Avenue and
Stephens, in Southwest Missoula. The campus is adjacent to the
Administration Building of the Missoula County High School Dis
trict, and is west of Sentinel High School.

Campus
Two buildings comprise the main campus of MTC, both of
which opened their doors to students in the fall of 1969. Designed
by leading school architects, the campus integrates Northwest and
Oriental architecture with the finest products of Montana and the
Northwest. Flexibility and functionality are key words in its construc
tion, both architecturally and educationally.
Total square footage is 65,000 and includes an instructional
materials resource center, a technical library, student commons
and cafeteria, health, counseling and administrative offices. Fully
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modern class and laboratory or shop areas are designed and
equipped to simulate environments most commonly found in the
world of work.
In addition to the central campus, class sites are located in the
three local hospitals, Community, Missoula General, and St. Pat
rick; at Fort Missoula, where a permanent trade and industrial com
plex is projected for completion by the end of 1971; at Johnson-Bell
Field, nearby forests, and at other facilities appropriate for training.
Such decentralized “classrooms” are one measure of the fine com
munity, state and federal support afforded MTC’s staff and students.

Parking
Specific parking areas are designated according to program
locations. Teachers and students are asked to use only those areas
assigned to them. Students in regular attendance are required to
have an official MTC parking decal affixed to the front of their
motor vehicle. Decals will be distributed at registration.
Food and Housing
Missoula Technical Center offers no food or housing service.
Vending machines are located on campus. Housing notices may be
posted in the Admissions Office.

Library
The MTC Vocational-Technical Library is staffed by a full-time
head librarian assisted by professional and para-professional aides.
First of its kind in Montana, it includes technical data, journals and
reference materials; modern audio-visual materials, equipment and
resources; and a variety of specially designed study carrels and
areas. (Open hours coincide with program schedules.)
In addition to the technical library, accessible services include
a learning center, MCHS libraries, the city-county public library,
the University of Montana library, and the Missoula County High
School Instructional Materials Center.
Instructional Materials Center
The Missoula County High School instructional Materials Cen
ter serves as a resource for developing instructional aides, refer
ences, audio-visuals and other data useful to staff or students. De-
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tails and general information are available at the IMC, located in
the MTC block on South Avenue, or at the MTC offices.
Student Lounge
Lounge and study areas are located in both main buildings on
campus. Special study areas are contained within each curriculum
unit. The student commons is located in the central section of the
main building (“Building A”); vending machines are found in Build
ing '“B”.
Student Bookstore
Textbooks and certain special supplies are available at the
Missoula Technical Center bookstore, located in the Distributive
Education unit of the main building, across the corridor from the
Office of Admissions. Open hours are posted. Additionally, students
are reminded that the merchants in the community will be pleased
to serve their needs.

Health and Accident Insurance
All students are required to obtain student accident insurance.
The cost of this insurance is included in the student registration
fee. Insurance coverage is in effect during school hours, while on
field trips and on the way to and from school.

Counseling
Educational, vocational-technical and personal counseling
are available through members of the guidance and counseling
staff. Students are encouraged to consult with the counselor(s) in
planning or clarifying their vocational-technical objectives. Coun
seling services include testing and record-keeping used to main
tain a workable and useful file for each student. Counseling is con
tinuously available from the pre-enrollment period through pre-employment. Both instructors and counselors help maintain continuing
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contact with the student following employment, in an effort to meet
special needs that may arise.
Job Placement, Follow-Up
Although no guarantee of employment exists, job placement
is of primary concern to MTC students and staff alike. The student
assumes an obligation to record employment data with the MTC
placement office. Knowledge of job opportunities is maintained
through continuous liaison with management, labor and many em
ployment agencies including the Montana State Employment Serv
ices. Students are assisted in contacting prospective employers
when possible, and information about job openings is maintained
in the placement office. Periodic follow-up studies and evaluations,
required by federal and/or state agencies, provide excellent infor
mation for use in job placement.
Selective Service
Students who have not met their military obligations may apply
for deferment to pursue vocational-technical training. Information
concerning application for deferment may be had at the Office of
Admissions or the local Selective Service Board. In order to con
tinue to be eligible for deferment, the student must maintain good
standing and be making normal progress toward completion of
training. The Office of Admissions will notify the student’s Selec
tive Service Board if good standing is not maintained or if the
student leaves the training program for which he is enrolled.
Veterans Benefits
Veterans enrolled in courses approved by the Veterans Admini
stration denoted in Curriculum may receive financial assistance
when eligibility and admission to the program have both been
established. Eligible veterans should contact the Office of Admis
sions.
Financial Aid
When money is accessible, a federally-assisted student loan
program is available to bona fide students demonstrating a likeli
hood of success within the training program. Local Montana banks
participate in this loan program. Project Talent consultation is avail
able through the counseling office. Cooperative and part-time jobs
may be found. Several service and community-minded groups or
clubs are working to establish a student loan fund for MTC that will
help meet minor financial needs directly related to training of stu
dents in good standing. Students with special needs or who are
eligible for special assistance — such as from the Veterans Admin
istration or the Division of Vocational Rehabilitation-—may obtain
financial assistance or information through the Director of Finan
cial Aids.
The Missoula Technical Center is a participant in the College
Work Study program, one which provides federal money to help
pay the wages of eligible students employed by certain agencies
or non-profit institutions in the state or community. Persons
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enrolled in MTC who are eligible for, or interested in, college work
study employment should contact the Director of Financial Aids.
In addition to college work study, certain employment oppor
tunities may exist for persons eligible for secondary schools’ work
study programs. Please contact the Director of Financial Aids.

Adult and Continuing Education
The division of Adult and Continuing Education provides
single course offerings designed to meet vocational, adult, continu
ing, or community education needs. Many special programs (see
Special Programs) are offered through this division as well. The
director of the division maintains an office and staff in the main
administrative complex of the Center. Curriculum information is
available by separate bulletin. General information is contained
elsewhere in this catalog.

Changes In Operating Policy
The administration of the Missoula Technical Center reserves
the right to alter, cancel, or otherwise modify any course offering,
curriculum, fee/cost, registration or enrollment policy.

ACADEMIC INFORMATION
Program
Missoula Technical Center’s vocational-technical post-secon
dary program is designed to serve youth and adults sixteen years of
age or older, regardless of educational background or occupational
experience, who can benefit from the training and who demonstrate
a likelihood of success in the occupation for which they seek such
training. As a state vocational-technical school, the methods of in
struction and the facilities are appropriate to the occupations for
which training is provided. In general, the program is correlated to
similar programs offered on other post-secondary campuses so that
the student may enroll in such institutions with a minimum of dif
ficulty.
In addition to vocational-technical or occupational education,
continuing adult education and community service courses fulfill
the concept of an educational center. (See Curriculum for specific
information.)
Occupational Clusters
All major curriculum offerings of the Missoula Technical Center
are developed around a cluster or field of occupations. For example,
a student enrolling in office occupations will be offered a core of
training including skills and knowledges basic to all options in the
office occupations, and will elect additional specialized courses
pertaining to the job for which he feels he is best suited. Specialized
options prepare students for such jobs as clerk typist, secretary,
stenographer, bookkeeper’s assistant, offset duplicator operator,
business data processing, and others. In each instance, the cur
riculum is designed to provide a basis for continued growth and
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mobility within the occupational field, or among related occupa
tional clusters.
Standards of Performance
Basic skills taught at MTC are those deemed necessary to en
able the trainee to meet minimum proficiency levels of job per
formance adequate for entry into employment. Performance stan
dards in each curriculum have been identified for the school by
representative advisory committees and the instructional staff for
each occupation. Such standards must be met by the student before
he will be recommended for a Certificate of Completion, indicating
that he has successfuly completed the curriculum for which he was
enrolled.

Class Sizes
Class sizes vary greatly. Appropriate enrollments are deter
mined by:
a. Safety factors,
b. Special needs of the students,
c. Requirements of adequate and effective instruction,
d. Availability of equipment and facilities, and
e. Recommendations of the advisory committee.
The administration of the Missoula Technical Center reserves
the right to limit any and all class enrollments. No class will be
constituted without meeting minimum enrollment as set forth by
the MCHS Board of Trustees and/or the Office of State Superin
tendent of Public Instruction.

Admission Procedures
Admission procedures are established by the administration
and are subject to change without notice. In general, the applicant
should:
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Contact the Office of Admissions, MTC, and request
an Application for Admission, specifying the occupa
tional training in which he or she is interested. Appro
priate information will be sent with the application
blank. Note: When contacting by mail, please include
a stamped, self-addressed envelope to insure prompt
return.
b. Complete the Application for Admission and any other
forms that may have been presented, being extreme
ly careful to supply all information requested, accu
rately and in sufficient detail (such as dates of prior
schooling or employment, as well as the required de
scription thereof).
c. Return completed forms to Office of Admissions.
d. Request that transcripts, recommendations, or other
pertinent data be forwarded to the Office of Admis
sions, in applicant’s name.
e. Make arrangements to take any tests, physical exam
inations or other steps required for admission to the
program of his or her choice. All physical examinations
are at the expense of the applicant. MTC assumes no
responsibility for any expense incurred relative to ad
mission to the school.
f. If seeking Veterans benefits, see Veterans Benefits
and obtain Certificate of Eligibility, complete steps
outlined under Veterans Benefitsg. If seeking admission under a special program or with
special assistance (Vocational Rehabilitation, WIN,
Work-Study, etc.) contact the counseling office.
Certain occupations require a physical examination as a pre
requisite to employment. Applicants are urged to check the criteria
of enrollment for each curriculum to insure that such requirements
are met prior to completing registration. The responsibility is as
sumed only by the student. Details are available in the Office of
Admissions.
NOTE: Because space is limited in specific programs, all appli
cants are urged to complete the admissions procedures as early as
possible prior to the start of the program in which they seek train
ing. No admission will be granted after the maximum enrollment in
any class is reached. No admission will be granted prior to pay
ment of appropriate fees. (See Registration and Student Costs.)
a.

Registration
Each student must register in advance for each quarter in the
program for which he has been admitted. No registration is con
tinued automatically from one quarter to another. Required fees
must be paid in advance. A fee of $50 per year must be paid upon
first enrolling in the school (usually programs begin in the fall and
the annual fee is payable at that time) regardless of the program in
which the applicant is enrolling. Special registration days are
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designated prior to each quarter. The only exception to the regular
registration schedule is found in five programs: Bookkeeper’s As
sistant; Secretarial; Stenographic; Clerk Typist; and the first year
of Electromechanical Technology. Enrollment in these programs
can be effected on a daily basis, as space permits, beginning with
Fall Quarter 1971. In the event a program has been fully enrolled,
names of applicants will be kept on file for subsequent registra
tion periods, but the responsibility for seeking admission remains
with the student.

Program Placement
Applicants for admission will have varying degrees of occu
pational or academic experience and may ask for an evaluation to
determine placement within a curriculum. The basis for all advanced
standing granted is demonstrated ability in the occupational cur
riculum, in combination with academic and employment records on
file in the Office of Admissions. All program placement is made
through the curriculum coordinator in cooperation with instructors
in the particular curriculum involved.

Prerequisites
Criteria for enrollment including recommended prerequisites
for success in each program are identified in Curriculum. Minimum
age allowable for enrollment is sixteen. Occupations requiring the
high school diplomas are indicated. Students without a diploma
may prepare for the General Educational Development Test (GED
equivalency diploma rather than high school diploma) while en
rolled in other MTC programs. Contact the counseling office for
additional information.

Late Admissions
Admission at any time other than during scheduled registration
days must be approved by the Office of Admissions. Exceptions to
this policy are noted in the section entitled: Registration. Late
admission to any program is possible when:
a. Space is available,
b. Course content is compatible with student’s demon
strated prior training, experience and capabilities,
c. Work missed may be made up to the satisfaction of
the instructor, and as
d. Instructional procedures permit.
Attendance
The student must assume the responsibility for regular attend
ance and make-up work. Regular attendance is expected of all stu
dents. Consecutive absence totaling five days constitutes an auto
matic drop. “Drop status” is not considered official withdrawal, but
places the student on notice that if he does not contact the Office
of Admissions he will be officially withdrawn from the class(es) in
which the absences were incurred. Excessive absences that are
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hindering student progress may result in the student being placed
on “Probation” or officially withdrawn from school.
Drop
“Drop Status” denotes a student has been removed from class
rolls and will not be permitted to reenroll in a class or classes until
the next registration date, or until a conference has been held with
the curriculum coordinator and the student’s advisor. This does not
constitute an official withdrawal and does not entitle the ex-student
to services and considerations afforded the graduate (identified
under “withdrawal”).
Probation
Probationary status is designed to notify the student that due
to inappropriate attendance and/or lack of satisfactory progress in
the subject(s) in which he is enrolled, he is being placed on pro
bation for the current quarter. In such instances the student’s prog
ress will be evaluated on a weekly basis via reports from instruc
tors. If improvement is not evident by the end of the current quarter,
a conference will be held involving the student, his advisor and the
curriculum coordinator to determine whether the student should
transfer programs, repeat required subjects or seek training else
where.

Withdrawal
If the student finds it necessary to withdraw from school prior
to completion of his regular training program, he is required to:
a. Report to the instructor that he intends to withdraw.
b. Obtain an official withdrawal form from the Office of
Admissions.
c. Arrange a withdrawal conference with the counselor
so that the special data required by law may be re
corded by the school.
d. Complete the withdrawal blank, including signatures
from each instructor whose class(es) he will be leav
ing.
e. Check in all library or reference materials and obtain
the signature of the librarian.
f. Return completed withdrawal form to Office of Admis
sions.
g. Satisfy all financial obligations to the Center.

Grading
Student progress is based upon attainment of proficiency levels
as indicated in the program for which he is enrolled.
Distinctive — Able to master the skills and knowledge of the
course with a high degree of accuracy with little
or no supervision.
Proficient — Able to perform the skills and knowledge of the
course adequately.
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Marginal — Close to the lower limit of qualifications or accept
ability.
Incomplete — Has work to be completed to receive (alternate)
grade.
Recycle — Performance is below the lower limit of qualifica
tions or acceptability.
Report Cards
Report cards are not issued. Grades and evaluations are re
corded on the permanent record for transcript purposes only. Per
formance of the student may be reported to the employer upon re
quest.

Transcripts
Transcripts, compiled for every student completing a minimum
of one quarter, are a part of the student’s permanent record. Offi
cial transcripts will be forwarded to another institution or to the em
ployer upon request from the student only. No charge is made
unless the number of requests for official transcripts becomes ex
cessive. An official transcript is provided to the student upon re
quest, listing all courses completed by the student as well as those
for which he may have been given credit in advanced standing. No
charge is made for a reasonable number of copies of the official
transcript.
Resumes
A resume-data sheet is required of all students graduating
from Missoula Technical Center. It is written as a part of the course
work in Communication, and required to be up-graded and retained
in the student’s placement file upon completion of training. The
resume-data sheet is made available, in a reasonable number of
copies, at the request of either student or prospective employer.
Mailing of the resume-data sheet is a service offered by Missoula
Technical Center as a part of its job placement program.

Daily Schedule
Upon enrollment, the student is given a daily schedule. This
schedule is arranged by the student and his advisor. The full-time
student should anticipate at least thirty contact hours per week
including classroom and laboratory time. Daily schedules are co
ordinated by program, and all programs are planned so that stu
dents may be provided free time in a block rather than at odd times
during the day, thus allowing time for part-time or shift employment.
Student Costs
The fee per year per student of fifty dollars for residents of
Montana is payable at the time of registration. In addition, a student
may anticipate special costs for expendable items or extraordinary
instructional arrangements. Such costs are noted in the individual
program bulletins and are subject to change without notice. Costs
will vary by program, with items such as tools, uniforms, safety
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equipment, textbooks, etc., listed by curriculum. Food and housing
costs are the responsibility of the student.
No tuition is charged to bona fide residents of the State of
Montana, in accordance with ROM 481-5. Non-residents, as de
fined therein, are subject to standard out-of-state tuition per year
plus the normal $50 fee applicable to all students. Non-resident
students are charged the standard out-of-state tuition at the rate of
$600 per year.

Student Responsibility
Upon enrollment, each student assumes a responsibility to
himself and to the school to present a proper image to the public.
Loyalty to the school, appropriate dress, good personal appear
ance and conduct appropriate to employment are mandatory at all
times. The impression created by the student, be it good or bad,
will have a direct bearing on the employability of Missoula Techni
cal Center graduates, and will affect the individual success of the
student as well as the overall service provided by the school. Main
taining good public relations is a primary responsibility of every
person connected with Missoula Technical Center.

Associated Students
All enrollees in Missoula Technical Center, regardless of the
course of training being pursued, are encouraged to belong to and
participate in the Associated Students. The student governing body
is formally structured and operates within the framework of a con
stitution adopted in the 1967-1968 school year and ratified in the
1970-1971 school year. Included in its purposes are the promotion,
development and betterment of MTC. Associated Students officers
provide liaison betwen student viewpoint and administrative policy.

CURRICULUM
General Information
The curriculum of the Missoula Technical Center, a post-sec
ondary institution, is developed in response to special needs of
persons who seek vocational-technical or occupational training,
and adult or continuing education. The vocational-technical or oc
cupational programs found in both the post-secondary and the
adult/continuing divisions of the school are designed to provide the
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enrollee with skills and knowledges necessary for entry into the
successful performances within an occupation or occupational field.
Upgrading and refresher training programs are also available.
All programs within the curriculum of MTC are subject to initial
approval of the Missoula County High School Board of Trustees and
its Superintendent, as well as final approval of the Montana State
Board of Vocational Education and, indirectly, the United States
Office of Education. Specific programs are further approved by
appropriate agencies, industry and labor representatives, and ad
visory committees of the Center.
Because jobs — and the demands for trainees — change con
tinuously, the curriculum of the Missoula Technical Center is never
static. Each year new courses are added and existing courses are
modified according to the changing demands that present them
selves. The administration, in reserving the right to make those
changes in curriculum and policy which it feels must be made, takes
advantage of every opportunity to insure successful job training
for those who seek it. Listed in this catalog are programs currently
available. Additional programs will be summarized in an annual
supplement appearing prior to the start of each school year.
To insure proper job training in its most current concepts and
with the greatest likelihood of successful employment for its en
rollees, curriculum, development follows a standard procedure.
Certificate Program
All full-time post-secondary programs are designed to lead
to the attainment of a Certificate of Completion or a Diploma. Re
quirements for attainment of the certificate to be granted are based
on the student’s having met standards of performance within the
occupation, and having satisfied all other requirements of/or obli
gations to the Center.
The Certificate of Completion will be granted to all students
who have completed a full-time training program and who have met
all requirements related thereto. Those students who have per
formed at a very high level throughout their training may be granted
a Certificate of Completion with Distinction. A Diploma is granted
only upon the student’s written request and following:
a. Attainment of a Certificate of Completion as the result
of training at Missoula Technical Center, and
b. Written recommendation from the employer after no
less than six months of successful employment in one
job position and in the occupation for which the
Certificate has been granted.
Transfer of Credit
Students wishing to have credit(s) earned at another institu
tion transferred to Missoula Technical Center and applied toward
the attainment of a certificate must contact the Office of Admis
sions. No credit will be granted unless approved by the instructor
and unless the applicant can demonstrate adequate job perform
ance as related to that credit.
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Students wishing to have credit(s) earned at the Missoula
Technical Center transferred to another institution must contact
that institution and comply with its regulations. Transfer of credit is
the responsibility of the admitting institution only.
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ADULT EDUCATION
General Information
The Adult and Continuing Education Division of Missoula
Technical Center, though housed in the Center, does not generally
operate on the same calendar as the Center, in order to make par
ticipation more convenient for adults of the community.
Opportunities are provided, through Adult and Continuing Ed
ucation for self fulfillment, upgrading of skills, updating of knowl
edge, pursuit of special interests, and general educational develop
ment in areas not commonly offered on the university campus.
Courses vary with respect to objectives, length, cost and degree of
proficiency desired. Courses can be organized when twelve or more
people of the community express an interest in specific non-scheduled courses. Adult and Continuing Education is administered
through the central administration office in MTC’s main building
where registration is facilitated and information is made available.

Admission
Admission is open to any person sixteen years of age or older
provided class space is available and fees are paid. Space limita
tions dictate restricted registration for some classes. Special regi
stration may apply in some cases.
Registration
The adult school is divided into three quarters — Fall, Winter
and Spring. Registration for specific classes is usually accepted
during a two-week period immediately preceding the start of a quar
ter. Announcements of starting dates are made through the news
media, brochures, and lines of communication available through
business, industry, labor and special agencies in the community.
Details are available through the Adult Education Office at MTC.
People who plan to participate in any class are urged to regis
ter in advance of starting dates because of factors that may limit
class size. In the event that the number registered by the second
meeting of the class is not adequate to warrant continuance of the
class, the administration reserves the right to terminate the class.
Registration is not encouraged after the second meeting of the class
unless the class is structured for continuing enrollment. In order to
make registration as convenient as possible three methods are
provided. Prospective participants may register in person, by mail,
or by telephone. However, registrations are accepted in the order
received. Occasionally those who register by mail are disappointed.
Waiting lists are maintained for very popular classes as a service
to the student.
School Terms
The Adult Education program operates on a three-term sched
ule. Most subjects are offered on a single-term basis and may be
offered during ensuing terms. Courses may be offered in a series
with registration of a particular phase opened at the start of each
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term. Usually classes meet for three hours per night, one night per
week over a ten week period for a total of thirty hours of instruction.
Continuing Education classes frequently exceed the thirty hour
unit for ten weeks and may extend over four years. However, fees
are payable quarterly.
Class Schedule
Most Adult Education classes meet evenings from 7-10 p.m.
Occasionally a class may meet on Saturdays. Schedules are flex
ible and may change for the convenience of the participants and
instructor or because of space and equipment availability. Schedules
are published prior to each term and are available from the Adult
Education Office.

Registration Fees
Fees for registration vary with hours of instruction scheduled
and the type of course. Generally, the registration fee for the thirtyhour unit will be no less than eight dollars ($8) with the costs of
supplies and/or texts identified separately. All fees are payable in
advance and are collected through the Adult Education Office in the
main MTC building.
Books, Equipment & Supplies
Participants are responsible for required books, small tools,
and supplies. The MTC bookstore is usually open evenings and tries
to stock necesary books and supplies. In some cases a total fee is
charged that covers supplies; other supplies may be purchased
locally. The MTC bookstore has limited supplies available for the
convenience of participants and does not attempt to compete with
local merchants.

Certificate Programs
No certificate program is offered by the Adult and Continuing
Education program as an entity. However, the program does make
provision for credit to be applied to other programs in cooperation
with those programs.
Other programs may grant credit for work completed through
Adult and Continuing Education. Presently two types of credit are
available.
High School Credit
A high school may elect to grant credit for courses completed.
Courses are scheduled in the areas of Mathematics, English, Social
Science, and Science and are structured to meet the needs of in
dividual participants in a highly flexible program and operated in
cooperation with local high school administrators. The program is
unique in that each participant is helped to design a completion
program that meets his specific needs. People who are interested
in this program are urged to contact the Adult Education Office.
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Post-Secondary Credit
Courses available through Adult and Continuing Education
parallel instruction that is offered in regular MTC programs. In many
cases, arrangements for credit can be made through the MTC
Office of Admissions. Good working relationships are maintained
between the daytime and evening divisions. Each case is processed
on its individual merits.

Special Programs
The Adult Education Division of Missoula Technical Center is
involved in many special programs. These programs, usually fed
erally funded, are designed to meet special training needs not gen
erally met in regular on-going programs. Although some programs
last a year, most programs vary in length from a few weeks to a
few months. Sponsoring agencies include Manpower Development
Training, Office of Economic Opportunity, Vocational Rehabilita
tion, Montana State Employment Service and the Bureau of Indian
Affairs.
A need must be demonstrated before these programs can be
initiated. Usually instructors are hired for a particular program.
Special services in the areas of curriculum coordination and de
velopment, advice on instruction and counseling are provided by
the faculty. Program participants are considered to be regular stu
dents in the institution and afforded all normal privileges.

Courses Available
Courses are listed in this section to reflect the scope of Adult
and Continuing Education. The listing is not intended as a firm
schedule. Final scheduling is for the convenience of the community
being served. Courses are constantly added.
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FALL TERM

WINTER TERM

SPRING TERM

Art
Painting
Macrame
Ceramics

Art
Painting
Macrame
Ceramics

Art
Painting
Macrame
Ceramics

Business
Business
Business
Introduction to
Introduction to
Introduction to
Data Processing
Data Processing
Data Processing
Beginning Typing
Beginning Typing
Beginning Typing
Brush-Up Typing
Brush-Up Typing
Brush-Up Typing
Shorthand
Shorthand
Shorthand
Accounting III
Accounting II
Accounting I
Key Punch
Key Punch
Key Punch

Home Economics
Personal Pattern
Development
Beginning Sewing
Intermediate
Sewing
Tailoring

Home Economics
Home Economics
Personal Pattern
Personal Pattern
Development
Development
Beginning Sewing
Beginning Sewing
Intermediate
Intermediate
Sewing
Sewing
Tailoring
Tailoring

Principles of
Interior
Decorating

Principles of
Interior
Decorating

Principles of
Interior
Decorating

Technical
Aviation Ground
School

Technical
Aviation Ground
School

Technical
Aviation Ground
School

Vocational
Vocational
Vocational
Upholstery
Upholstery
Upholstery
Basic Arc Welding
Basic Arc Welding
Basic Arc Welding
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Welding
Welding
Welding
Advanced
Advanced
Advanced
Arc Welding
Arc Welding
Arc Welding
Pipe Welding
Pipe Welding
Pipe Welding
Small Gas Engines
Small Gas Engines
Small Gas Engines
Creating
Creating
Creating
With Wood
With Wood
With Wood
Continuing
Continuing
Continuing
Electronics
Electronics
Electronics
Apprentice
Apprentice
Apprentice
Plumbers
Plumbers
Plumbers
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FALL TERM

Apprentice
Carpenters
Apprentice
Sheet Metal
Apprentice Auto
Mechanics
Apprentice
Electricians

WINTER TERM

Apprentice
Carpenters
Apprentice
Sheet Metal
Apprentice Auto
Mechanics
Apprentice
Electricians

SPRING TERM
Apprentice
Carpenters
Apprentice
Sheet Metal
Apprentice Auto
Mechanics
Apprentice
Electricians

In addition a wide variety of courses are scheduled at various
times throughout the year. Notable among these would be the
following:

Clothing for Youngsters
Ensembles from Knit Fabrics
Creative Cooking
Blueprint Reading
Mig and Tig Welding
Metalwork
Building Environmental Control

Welding Seminars
Weather Seminars
Real Estate
Power Sewing
Lawn and Garden Care
The World In Perspective
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Post-Secondary Programs
BUSINESS AND OFFICE OCCUPATIONS
General Information
The demand for competent office workers in business and
industry has always been and according to all statistics, will con
tinue to be very strong. There are a diverse number of specific
jobs in which today’s office worker can be employed, but there are
also many basic skills which are common to many of these jobs.
The objective of the Business and Office curriculum at Missoula
Technical Center is to provide the instruction necessary for a stu
dent to obtain the basic skills which are common to most office
occupations.
In addition to the basic office skills, a student may select one
of four specific programs for more concentrated study. These areas
include Bookkeeper’s Assistant, Clerk Typist, Secretarial, and Ste
nographer.

A unique feature of this area of training is the provision for
enrollment on a daily basis, space permitting, and the utilization of
individualized, continuous progress instruction. With individualized
instruction, programmed materials, and laboratory facilities avail
able to the student, it is possible to complete the program in less
than the suggested number of quarters. Enrollees, therefore, are
cautioned to view the suggested length of training as a guideline
only.

Criteria for
1.
2.
3.
4.

enrollment:
Age 16 or over
High math aptitude
Strong capability for detail work
Excellent or correctable vision
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Ability to concentrate for long periods of time
Ability to enjoy solitary work or working with others
Ability to follow orders in minute detail
High verbal, numerical and clerical aptitudes
Clear penmanship
Students should be willing to conform to appropriate
office standards for dress and personal hygiene
11. Students should not possess a physical handicap
which might preclude employment in a business office
General Courses Required for all Business and Office Occupations

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Title
Business Math
Filing
Office Machines
Typing I
Typing II
Typing III
Machine Transcription
Office Procedures
Model Office OR
Cooperative Work Experience
(Office Occupations)
Written Communication
Oral Communication
Human Relations
Consumer Economics
Introduction to Business

Course Number
1001
1005
1010
1015
1016
1017
1020
1075
1076
1090
3001
3010
3015
3020
5001

BOOKKEEPER’S ASSISTANT

Length of program:

4 quarters (depending on student background
and ability)

Nature of Work
The Bookkeeper’s Assistant will, under the guidance of a quali
fied bookkeeper, compute and record payrolls, record accounts re
ceivable and accounts payable, keep records for inventory control,
and record other information vital to the record keeping procedure
of a small, medium, or large business.
Bookkeeper’s Assistants may work for any business which keeps
a set of modern records. Some opportunity does exist in accounting
firms. There are good opportunities for advancement after acquiring
experience.
In addition to the general courses required of all Business and
Office students, the following courses are necessary for completion
of the Bookkeeper’s Assistant specialization:

Course Number
1019
1032
1033

Title
Statistical Typing
Accounting I
Accounting II
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Course Number
1034
1071
1501
5002

Title
Accounting III
Business and Office Directed Study
Introduction to Automated Data
Processing
Business Law for Office
Occupations

CLERK TYPIST
Length of program: 3 quarters (depending on student background
and ability)
Nature of Work
The Clerk Typist understands and performs three vital functions
in an office; record keeping in combination with machines; com
munication — prepares, transmits and receives oral and written mes
sages into, out of and within the business; compiles and computes
data. The clerical worker must be able to apply her skills in typing,
filing, business machines, etc. to complete many office jobs.
In addition to the general courses required of all Business and
Office students, the following courses are necessary for completion
of the Clerk-Typist specialization:

Course Number
1025
1026
1071

Title
Record Keeping I
Record Keeping II
Business and Office Directed
Study

SECRETARY
Length of program: 5 quarters (depending on student background
and ability)
Nature of Work
The secretarial program is designed to train the individual who
will eventually be employed in an executive secretarial position.
Emphasis is placed on shorthand and transcription, personal de
velopment, and office procedures and management.
In addition to the general courses required of all Business and
Office students, the following courses are necessary for completion
of the Secretary specialization:

Course Number
1018
1030
1031
1040
1041
1042
1043
1044
1050

Title
Typing IV
Secretarial
Secretarial
Shorthand
Shorthand
Shorthand
Shorthand
Shorthand
Charm for
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Accounting I
Accounting II

I
II
III
IV
V
the Business Girl

Course Number
1060
1065
1501

5002

Title
Records Management
Office Management
Introduction to Automated Data
Processing
Business Law for Office
Occupations

STENOGRAPHER
Length of program: 4 quarters (depending on student background
and ability)
Nature of Work
The Stenographic program is to prepare an office worker to
handle the routine correspondence of a business office with mini
mum supervision. Emphasis in this program is placed on shorthand
dictation and transcription in addition to basic skills.
In addition to the general courses required of all Business and
Office students, the following courses are necessary for completion
of the Stenographer specialization:
Course Number
1025
1026
1040
1041
1042
1043
5002

Title
Record Keeping I
Record Keeping II
Shorthand I
Shorthand II
Shorthand III
Shorthand IV
Business Law for Office
Occupations

DATA PROCESSING OCCUPATIONS

General Information
Business Data Processing involves the application of unit
record equipment and computers in meeting the needs of business,
industry, education and government. Three areas of specialization
are available to interested students: keypunch operator, machine
operator and computer programmer.
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Practical, “hands on” experience is provided to all enrollees
that facilitates the correlation of theoretical knowledge with avail
able technical equipment such as keypunch machines, collators,
reproducers, and a third generation computer. Enrollees will per
form a variety of functions in a laboratory setting that will enable
them to become qualified employees upon completion of training.

Criteria for enrollment:
1. High school graduation preferred, as a condition of em
ployment
2. Thorough grounding in math functions (general math and
basic alegbra).
3. Numerical, spatial, and general reasoning aptitudes
4. Temperament for intensive person-to-person concentration
5. 16 years of age or older. (Employers generally prefer 18
years or older)
6. Should be in good health
7. Ability to work with business-related concepts
8. Students should be willing to conform to appropriate office
standards for dress and personal hygiene
General Courses Required for all Data Processing Programs

Course Number
1015
1032
1502
1505
1510
1515
3001
3010
3015
3020
5001

Title
Typing I
Accounting I
Data Processing Math
Principles of Automated Data
Processing I
Keypunch I
Tabulating Machine Operations
Written Communication
Oral Communication
Human Relations
Consumer Economics
Introduction to Business

KEYPUNCH OPERATOR
Length of program: 2 quarters (depending on student background
and ability)
Nature of Work
Punch data into special coding cards or paper tapes for “in-put”
into the computer. The cards are punched on machines that re
semble typewriters; or, if the information is to be punched into
tapes, the work is done by machines such as typewriters, adding
machines, or bookkeeping machines which have special attach
ments to perforate paper tape. The operators must know their
machines and be able to recognize any defects in operation.
In addition to the general courses required of all Data Process
ing programs, the following courses are necessary for a speciali
zation in keypunch operation.
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Course Number
1511

Title

Keypunch II

MACHINE OPERATOR
Length of program: 3 quarters (depending on student background
and ability)
Nature of Work
Operates tabulating machines and related equipment designed
to sort and count large quantities of accounting and statistical in
formation. Information to be processed in a tabulating machine is
first transferred to cards by keypunch operators. These punched
cards may be used with electronic computers as well as tabulating
machines. Computer operators or Console operators first examine
the programmer’s instruction sheet for the run and ascertain the
procedure to be followed. They ready the equipment, make sure
the computer is loaded with the tape, discs or cards needed and
start the run.
In addition to the general courses required of all Data Process
ing programs, the following courses are necessary for a specializa
tion in machine operator.
Course Number
Title
1010
Office Machines
1033
Accounting II
1506
Principles of Automated Data
Processing II

DATA PROCESSING PROGRAMMER
Length of program: 6 quarters (depending on student background
and ability)
Nature of Work
Programmers prepare flow charts, diagrams and operating in
structions or '‘programs” for the computers so that the machines
will perform the correct and necessary computational steps in the
proper sequence.
In addition to the general courses required of all Data Process
ing programs, the following courses are necessary for a speciali
zation as a data processing programmer.
Course Number
Title
1010
Office Machines
1033
Accounting II
1034
Accounting III
1506
Principles of Automated Data
Processing II
1520
Programming I (R.P.G.)
1521
Programming II (Neat 3)
1522
Programming III (Cobol)
1530
Data Processing Practicum
1590
Cooperative Work Experience
(Data Processing)
3005
Technical Writing
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DISTRIBUTIVE OCCUPATIONS
General Information
Opportunities in retailing, wholesaling and service industries
continue to expand due to growth, turnover, and population in
creases. Employment exists in large and small hotel-motel opera
tions, travel agencies, airline companies, department stores, agri
businesses, hospitality industries and others. In addition, the
national market for food service personnel is rapidly expanding.
Currently this industry is the third largest in U.S. dollar volume,
employing over 3,000,000 people. Graduates from distributive oc
cupation programs will be entering the largest available employ
ment market to date.
Missoula Technical Center offers a program in mid-manage
ment technology with options in retailing, tourism, wholesaling and
food services.

MID-MANAGEMENT
Length of program: 6 quarters (depending on student background
and ability)
Suggested criteria for enrollment:
1. 16 years of age or older. (Employers generally require a
minimum of 18 years or older.)
2. High School diploma (preferred and generally required by
employers).
3. Average academic background.
4. Good general aptitudes in clerical reasoning, numerical
reasoning and verbal reasoning.
5. Work well with others-
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6.
7.
8.
9.

Follow orders quickly and effectively.
Interest in detail and task pursuit.
Flexible in attitude and willing to accept change.
Good mental, emotional and physical health.

Nature of Work
The mid-management program provides instruction and related
work experience in marketing and distribution leading to middle
management and/or specialized positions in retailing, wholesaling,
or service occupations. Graduates will work with a variety of activ
ities, including accounting, economics, merchandising, advertis
ing, and sales and management.
Required Courses for Mid-Management
Title
Course Number
1010
Office Machines
Typing I
1015
Accounting I
1032
Accounting II
1033
1034
Accounting III
1501
Introduction to Automated Data
Processing
3001
Written Communication
Oral Communication
3010
Human Relations
3015
3020
Consumer Economics
Salesmanship
5005
5006
Sales Promotion and Visual
Merchandising
Management Seminar
5010
Mid-Management Practicum
5015
Principles of Business
5020
Principles of Marketing
5025
Merchandising Math
5030
Retail Store Operation and
5035
Management
5040
Business Law (Mid-Management)
5045
Principles of Advertising
5050
Principles of Management
5055
Applied Economics
5060
Directed Study (Mid-Management)
5065
Personnel Management
5070
Credit & Collections
Retail Buying
5075
5090
Cooperative Work Experience
(Mid-Management)
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HEALTH OCCUPATIONS
General Information
The Paramedical and Allied Health Service Occupations Survey
conducted in Montana in 1968 indicates by 1973 an additional 694
Licensed Practical Nurses and 231 medical secretarial and records
personnel will be required to meet the needs in the field of health.
Missoula Technical Center offers two programs, Practical Nurs
ing and Medical Secretary, that are designed to prepare enrollees
for employment in the health occupations. Both programs introduce
enrollees to particular facets of the paramedical profession through
a planned sequence of classroom instruction, clinical, and coop
erative work experience.

PRACTICAL NURSING
Length of program: 4 quarters (12 months as required by law)
Practical application of learned knowledge and skills obtained
in classroom phase of training. Specific areas include: Medical and
Surgical Nursing, Pharmacology, Pediatrics, Nutrition and others.
Experience is gained through cooperation of local hospitals.

Suggested criteria for enrollment:
1. Eighteen years of age or older.
2. Graduate of an approved high school or holder of a
General Education Development certificate.
3. Good physical and emotional health.
4. High moral character and appropriate personal presenta
tion.
5. Able to succeed in the occupation and benefit from the
training provided.
6. Physical examination

Nature of Work
The Licensed Practical Nurse performs assigned nursing duties
in caring for patients in hospitals or homes as follows: prepares
patients and assists physician with examinations and treatments;
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prepares and applies dressings, compresses, and packs; takes
patient’s pulse, temperature, and blood pressure; recording, when
authorized, on patient’s charts; pours, measures, and/or counts out
medicines and administers prescribed dosages to patients; prepares
patients for surgery or other treatment; sets up equipment in oper
ating and delivery rooms; hands instruments and supplies to sur
geon, obstetrician, or professional nurse during surgery or delivery.

Required Courses
Course Number
3020
5501
5505
5510
5515
5520
5525
5530

5535
5540
5545
5591

Title
Consumer Economics
Body Structure and Function
Microbiology
Vocational Relations
Nutrition
Medical Terminology (Practical Nursing)
First Aid (Practical Nursing)
Nursing Needs of People in
Illness
Drugs and their Administration
Care of Mother and the Newborn
Care of Children
Clinical Experience

MEDICAL SECRETARY
Length of program: 3 quarters (depending on student background
and ability)

Suggested criteria for enrollment:
1. Ability to succeed in occupation.
2. Suggested minimum age — 18; preferred minimum age —
25; preferred maximum age — 50.
3. High school graduation or equivalent or agreement to
obtain either.
4. Physical examination, if required.
5. Appropriate aptitude scores.
6. Minimum typing speed 30 words per minute.
7. Pleasing personality.
8. Interest in working with people.
9. Mature attitude.
10. Professional appearance and habits of hygiene.
11. High verbal abilities.
12. Ability to follow directions.
Nature of Work
Medical Secretaries take technical medical dictation and tran
scribe from notes or mechanical dictating equipment. Medical
Secretaries must have a thorough knowledge of and familiarity with
the uses and meanings of medical terms and phrases. Additional
duties include: related clerical duties; classifying medical records
of patients and completing statistics for use in reports and surveys.
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Required Courses for Medical Secretaries
Course Number
1001
1010
1015
1030
1031
3015
3020
4501
4502
4503
4505
4510
4511
4515
4516
4520
4521
4525

Title
Business Math
Office Machines
Typing I
Secretarial Accounting I
Secretarial Accounting II
Human Relations
Consumer Economics
Medical Terminology I
Medical Terminology II
Medical Terminology III
Anatomy
Medical Communication I
Medical Communication II
Medical Statistical Typing
Medical Typing
Medical Transcription I
Medical Transcription II
Medical Office Procedures
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TECHNICAL OCCUPATIONS
General Information
Technical education is devoted to instruction and training in
occupations above the craftsman or trade levels, but generally not
professional in nature. These programs are designed to qualify
persons for employment in paraprofessional positions and as tech
nicians, engineering aides, and production specialists.
Technicians are persons who are qualified by education, train
ing and experience to perform duties and/or services which require
judgment skills equal to or greater than manipulative skills, and
which involve knowledge of science, mathematics, manufacturing
and construction processes, and human relations.
Highly skilled technicians must be capable of working closely
with engineers and/or professional supervisors in coordinating the
efforts of skilled craftsmen in planning, assembling, installing and
evaluating production processes or systems.
Missoula Technical Center offers three programs in technical
education: aviation technology, electromechanical technology, and
forestry technology. Each program has one or more options avail
able to enrollees.

Criteria for enrollment:
1. 16 years of age or older (must be 18 years of age or older
upon completion of training as a prerequisite for employ
ment).
2. High school graduation is preferred and is usually required
as a prerequisite for employment.
3. Above average aptitude in:
a. Manual dexterity
b. Math and science
c. Abstract reasoning
d. Verbal communication
e. Spatial perception
4. Excellent or correctable vision.
5. Excellent physical condition (Aviation technology students
must possess a valid FAA Class II Medical Certificate prior
to enrollment. Immunity to effects of motion and height are
essential). May not be an alcoholic, drug or medical habit
uate. A physical exam is required for Forestry also.
6. Interest in the occupation as a career.
Example: Forestry — interest in living and working out of
doors.
AVIATION TECHNOLOGY
Length of program: 6 quarters (depending on student background
and ability)
Nature of Work

Commercial Pilot
The professional pilot must be qualified in all phases of
flight planning, instrument and cross-country flying, the
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taking off and landing of a variety of aircraft in all weather
conditions; and have a detailed understanding of, and abili
ty to use, a myraid of aircraft systems, controls and equip
ment. He must be flexible, versatile and able to assume
responsibility and make decisions, frequently under ad
verse conditions. He must perform preflight and postflight
inspections and frequently must provide preventive and
minor maintenance on his aircraft.

Advanced Ground Instructor
The Advanced Ground School graduate is trained to teach
courses leading to certification as private, commercial, in
strument, helicopter and instructor pilots, as well as the
Airline Transport Rating (ATR), Basic and Advanced
Ground Instructor and Instrument Ground Instructor. He
utilizes instructional materials, training aids, mock-ups,
films, slides and filmstrips to facilitate learning. He must
be certified by the Federal Aviation Administration as an
Advanced Ground Instructor qualified to teach navigation,
meteorology, aircraft systems, radio navigation, aerody
namics, propulsion systems, flight computer, aviation phys
iology, flight publications and Federal Aviation Regula
tions.
Courses Required for Completion of Aviation Technology

Course Number
0501
0505
0506
0507
0508
0510
0511

Title
Aerophysics
General Aviation Survey
Aviation Math
Aviation Fundamentals
Flight Safety
Navigation
Meteorology
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Course Number
0515
0516
0518
0520
0525
0535
0536
0537
0540
0545
0546
0547
0548
0550

0551
0555
0560
0565
0570
0575
0580
3001
3005
3010
3015
3020
5003

Title
Flight Publications/Planning
Radio Navigation I
Aviation Literature
Aircraft Recognition
Aviation Physiology
Flight Instruction I
Flight Instruction II
Flight Instruction III
Aviation Marketing Survey
Search, Rescue and Survival
Airways Systems and Control
Procedures
Propulsion Systems
Fundamentals of Instruction
Airport Development and
Management I
Airport Development and
Management II
Aerospace Vehicles
Aviation Law
Trends in Aviation
Principles of Supervision
Fixed Base and Terminal Operation
Mountain Flying Techniques
and Procedures
Written Communication
Technical Writing
Oral Communication
Human Relations
Consumer Economics
Business Principles and Economics
for Aviation

ELECTROMECHANICAL TECHNOLOGY
The electromechanical technology program, through individualized-continuous progress instruction, will provide enrollees an
opportunity to enter at a level commensurate with previous train
ing, education, and work experience; and progress at a rate that
corresponds to ability and desire. Individualized instruction will also
allow the student to specialize in one or more of the areas in elec
tromechanical technology.

Length of program: 6 quarters (depending on student background
and ability)
Nature of Work
The electromechanical technicians will work in production as
sembly, servicing, repair, and installation of electronic equipment
and associated mechanical devices.
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Highly skilled technicians must be capable of working closely
with engineers and of supervising and coordinating the efforts of
skilled craftsmen and electromechanical maintenance men. These
capabilities allow technicians to be effective members of the tech
nical team whose work is to plan, assemble, install, calibrate, eval
uate, and operate electromechanical devices and principles as they
apply to processes or systems.

Courses Required for Completion of Electromechanical Technology

Course Number
2001
2002
2003
2004
2010
2011
2012
2020
2021
2022
2025
2026
2027
2028
3001
3005
3010
3020
3025

Title
Direct Current Theory
Alternating Current Theory
Tube and Semiconductor Theory
Direct and Alternating Current
Machines
Math I (Algebra)
Math II (Trigonometry)
Math III (Calculus)
Physics I
Physics II
Mechanisms
Industrial Electronics I
Industrial Electronics II
Computer Fundamentals
Computer Systems
Written Communication
Technical Writing
Oral Communication
Consumer Economcis
Industrial Relations
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FORESTRY TECHNOLOGY
(Technician and Aide)
Two options are available in Forestry Technology. The Forestry
Aide program is three quarters in length and is designed to pre
pare general forestry workers as aides to technicians and profes
sional foresters. The technical program is six quarters in length
and is designed to prepare technical assistants to professional
foresters.
Nature of Work
Technician
The forestry technician works with and supplements the
professional forester. Duties performed may include log
scaling, timber cruising and marking, road location and
layout, silvicultural practices, fire prevention and control,
insect and disease control, recreation management, range
and wildlife surveys, and seeding and planting. The tech
nician usually begins his career as a member of a work
ing crew. As his competence increases, the opportunities
available broaden rapidly.
Aide
The forestry aide provides general assistance to the tech
nician and serves as a member of a work crew. The major
difference between aide and technician job functions cen
ter on the technician’s highly developed skills in diverse
areas of applied forestry. Aides, on the other hand, deal
primarily with skill level tasks.
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General Courses Required of all Forestry Technology Enrollees

Course Number
2501
2505
2506
2510
2545
2550
2555
2575
2581
3001
3005
3010
3020

Title
Orientation to Forestry
Elementary Surveying
Advanced Surveying
Technical Drawing
Fire Protection
Forestry Tools
Photo Interpretation
Supervision and Foremanship
Mathematics
Written Communication
Technical Writing
Oral Communication
Consumer Economics

In addition to the general courses listed, the following courses
are required for a specialization in one of the two options.

FORESTRY TECHNICIAN

Course Number
2516
2520
2521
2522
2523
2525
2530
2531
2532
2535
2540
2560
2561
2565
2570
2571
2572
2573
2574
2580
2582
2585
3025

Title
Road Design and Staking
Botany
Dendrology
Forest Ecology and Silvics
Applied Silviculture
Insect and Disease Control
Forest Measurements I
Forest Measurements II
Forest Measurements III
Forest Products
Soils
Introduction to Marketing and
Economics
Forest Economics
Timber Harvesting
Recreation Planning and
Improvements
Forest Policy and Laws
Range and Wildlife Management
Forest Management
Watershed Management
First Aid
Statistical Sampling
Road and Trail Location
Industrial Relations
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FORESTRY AIDE

Course Number
2586
2587
2588
2589
2530
2531
2585

Title
General Forestry I
General Forestry II
Resource Management I
Resource Management II
Forest Measurements I
Forest Measurements II
Road and Trail Location
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TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL OCCUPATIONS
General Information
Trade and industrial education is planned to develop basic
manipulative skills, safety practices, judgment, technical knowl
edge, and related occupational information for the purpose of fit
ting persons for initial employment in industrial occupations or up
grading and retraining workers employed in industry. Programs are
preparatory in nature, and usually involve an extensive amount of
practical experience coupled with classroom instruction. Many
trade and industrial occupations require a period of apprenticeship
on the job in addition to knowledge and skills learned through
formal training.
Five programs are offered in this division: heavy equipment
operation, heavy equipment mechanics, small engine mechanics,
truck mechanics and welding.

Criteria for enrollment:
1. Sixteen years of age or older (18 years or older generally
a prerequisite to employment). (Exception: student’s de
siring enrollment in either the heavy equipment operators
or mechanics program must have reached their eighteenth
birthday prior to the first week in April in the year of train
ing).
2. High school graduation preferred but not required.
3. Males preferred.
4. Better than average spatial and mechanical aptitudes.
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5-

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Better than average manual dexterity, eye-hand coordina
tion and motor coordination.
Fundamental understanding of basic mathematics.
Excellent vision or correctable.
Excellent physical health.
Ability to benefit from training.
Union required physical examination, including back x-rays.

HEAVY EQUIPMENT OPERATION
Length of program: 5 quarters (depending on student background
and ability)
Nature of Work
Heavy equipment operators are skilled in the use of power
driven machines such as bulldozers, shovels, cranes, tractors, pile
drivers, concrete mixers, and pumps commonly used in the con
struction industry. In addition, a basic knowledge of preventive
maintenance and minor repair of equipment is desirable. The work
also involves blueprint reading, grade stake setting, grading, and
work with compaction of rails.
Required Course

Course Number
3020
3025
3501
3502
3503
3505
3506
3507
3510
3515
3516
3520
3525
3530
3535
3540
3545
3590
6502

Title
Consumer Economics
Industrial Relations
Grade Stakes I
Grade Stakes II
Grade Stakes III
Safety for Operators
First Aid I
First Aid II
Introduction to Lubricants
Introduction to Heavy Duty Service
Heavy Duty Service
Operational Math
Grade Equipment
Heavy Equipment Uses
Compaction and Compaction Equipment
Field Operation (Operators)
Internal Combustion Engines for
Operators
Cooperative Work Experience
(Heavy Equipment)
Welding, Cutting and Burning
(Heavy Equipment)

HEAVY EQUIPMENT MECHANICS
Length of program: 5 quarters (depending on student background
and ability)
Nature of Work
Heavy Equipment mechanics are skilled in the repair of power43

driven machines such as bulldozers, shovels, cranes, tractors, pile
drivers, and pumps commonly used in the construction industry.
Mechanics work with repairs of clutches, cooling systems, transmis
sions, fuel injection systems, drive lines and electrical circuits.

Required Courses

Course Number
3015
3020
3025
3501
3507
3510
3520
3535
3550
3555
3560
3561
3565
3566
3575
3580
3590
6502

Title
Human Relations
Consumer Economics
Industrial Relations
Grade Stakes I
First Aid II
Introduction to Lubricants
Operational Math
Compaction and Compaction Equipment
Use of Hand Tools
Safety for Mechanics
Diesel Mechanic Service I
Diesel Mechanic Service II
Introduction to Operation
Field Operation (Mechanics)
Lubrications and Fuels
Internal Combustion Engines for
Mechanics
Cooperative Work Experience
(Heavy Equipment)
Welding, Cutting and Burning
(Heavy Equipment)

WELDING
Length of program: 3 quarters (depending on student background
and ability)
Nature of Work
Welding is considered a “tool of the trade” in many different
occupations within business and industry. Welders work with all
commercial metals and in so doing must determine a particular
metal’s weldability and the most appropriate welding process to use
in determing joint design. Four basic welding processes are utilized
by the qualified welder: oxy-acetylene, shielded metallic arc, MIG
and TIG.
Welders are usually required to belong to the appropriate
union; i.e. operators union, steam fitters, or boiler makers.
Required Courses

Course Number
3020
3025
3585
6501
6505

Title
Consumer Economics
Industrial Relations
Introduction to Heavy Equipment
Mechanics (Welders)
Welding Math
Welding Metallurgy I
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Course Number
6506
6507
6510
6511

Title
Welding Metallurgy II
Welding Metallurgy III
Layout and Design I
Layout and Design II

SMALL ENGINE MECHANICS
Length of program: 3 quarters (depending on student background
and ability)
Nature of Work
The small engine mechanic repairs gasoline engines used to
power boats, lawn mowers, garden tractors and tillers, chain saws
and similar machines. The mechanic locates the source of trouble,
using appropriate hand tools and instruments; dismantles engines
and examines them for parts defects; and replaces or repairs parts,
such as rings and bearings, using the proper tools. The mechanic
also adjusts carburetors, magnetos, and ignition systems, (the re
paired engines are started and performance tested). In addition to
mechanical duties, small engine mechanics are responsible for
maintaining appropriate records on cost of materials, labor charges,
parts inventory and other business records as required.
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Required Courses
Course Number
3020
3025
6001

6002
6003
6005

6010
6015
6020
6025
6030
6090

Title
Consumer Economics
Industrial Relations
Introduction to Small Engine
Technology
Engine Components
Ignition, Carburetion, Fuel Systems
Manufacturing Specifications and
Manuals
Power Application
Speed Controls and Tune-Up
Trouble Shooting
Major Engine Overhaul
Record Keeping (Small Engine
Mechanic)
Cooperative Work Experience
(Small Engine Mechanic)

TRUCK MECHANICS
Length of program: 3 quarters (depending on student background
and ability)
Nature of Work
The rapidly expanding trucking industry has created an in
creasing need for truck mechanics. Due to a lack of trained
mechanics, many job openings remain unfilled. Service performed
by the Truck Mechanic ranges from simple trouble shooting to
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complex engine overhaul. Involvment may include work on the
power plant, drive train, electrical system, front end and steering
components, fuel systems, hydraulic systems, braking system, cool
ing system, and suspension system- Upon completion of the course
an individual will be qualified to work in repair shops, truck dealer
ships, trucking companies and construction companies.
Required Courses
Missoula Technical Center has just received authorization to
offer the program in Truck Mechanics. No detailed listing of
courses is available at this time. A student will receive training in
all the areas mentioned under nature of work. In addition to this
specific training, the student will receive sufficient background in
mathematics and communications to enable him to perform these
tasks.
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SPECIAL PROGRAMS
INSTRUCTIONAL AIDE

Length of program: 3 quarters (depending on student background
and ability)
Nature of Work
Instructional aides perform non-professional duties necessary
to be efficient useful assistants to professional teachers. Duties
performed include typing, filing, and general office skills, prepara
tion of instructional materials, operating audio-visual equipment,
transcribing data to cumulative records, report cards and grade
slips, inventory of materials, and working with small groups as
assigned by the supervising teacher.
Instructional aides may be employed in any one or a combina
tion of the following: high school, elementary school, post-secon
dary school, central office, library or instructional materials centers.

Required Courses
Course Number
1015
1016
3020
9001
9002
9005
9006
9010
9015
9020
9021
9022

Title
Typing I
Typing II
Consumer Economics
General Classroom Instruction I
General Classroom Instruction II
Library Instruction I
Library Instruction II
Instructional Materials Development
Office Skills and Practice
Instructional Aide Practicum I
Instructional Aide Practicum II
Instructional Aide Practicum III
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MISSOULA TECHNICAL CENTER
COURSE DESCRIPTIONS
Course Number
AEROPHYSICS —The application of physical laws
0501
to the operation and maintenance of general avi
ation aircraft.

0505

GENERAL AVIATION SURVEY—The history of the
development of aviation from the Wright brothers
to the present.

0506

AVIATION MATH—Review of basic math and al
gebra with emphasis on ratios, proportions; com
plete understanding of the purpose and use of
the E-GB type flight computer.

0507

AVIATION FUNDAMENTALS—Introduction to the
fundamentals of aircraft flight to include aerody
namics, aircraft pre-flight, engine theory and op
eration, aircraft systems theory and operation.

0508

FLIGHT SAFETY—Aircraft accident investigation
analysis and reporting aircraft emergency pro
cedures, and accident prevention.

0510

NAVIGATION—Introduction to dead reckoning,
pilotage, radar dappier, radio navigation, charts
and equipment.

0511

METEOROLOGY—Detailed study and analysis of
meteorological phenomenon and the effects upon
flight operations, including study of weather ob
servation and reporting.

0515

FLIGHT PUBLICATIONS/PLANNING—Review and
analysis of Federal Aviation Administration regu
lations, Advisory Circulars, Airman’s Information
Manual and other publications designed for safe
flight operations.

0516

RADIO NAVIGATION I—Detailed study of instru
ment flight procedures, flight and engine instru
ments, radio facility charts, navigation aids, let
down and approach procedures, air route traffic
control, approach control and flight service sta
tion facilities and procedures.

0517

RADIO NAVIGATION II — Advanced instrument
flight procedures.

0518

AVIATION LITERATURE—A survey of civilian and
military, state, national and international publica
tions and trade journals.
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AIRCRAFT RECOGNITION — Familiarization with
0520
the various types and models of aircraft in gen
eral and commercial aviation, including perform
ance charcteristics and capabilities.
0525

AVIATION PHYSIOLOGY — The effects of varia
tions in pressure and temperature on the human
body with changes in altitude; also “G” forces,
day and night vision, noise and fatigue .

0535

FLIGHT INSTRUCTION I—Provided by fixed base
operator.

0536

FLIGHT INSTRUCTION II — Provided by fixed
base operator.

0537

FLIGHT INSTRUCTION III — Provided by fixed
base operator.

0538

FLIGHT INSTRUCTION IV — Provided by fixed
base operator.

0540

AVIATION MARKETING SURVEY—A study of the
products and services of general and commercial
aviation to include ticketing, loading and unload
ing, cargo preparation, charter, air taxi and sup
plemental air carriers, private and business fly
ing, flight and ground instruction, cost per mile/
hour determination.

0545

SEARCH, RESCUE AND SURVIVAL—Techniques
and methods of searching for downed aircraft, re
covery of downed airmen and passengers and
training in personal survival techniques.

0546

AIRWAYS SYSTEMS AND CONTROL PROCED
URES—A study of the airways systems of the
United States, as well as detailed analysis of air
traffic control procedures for VFR and IFR flight
operations.

0547

PROPULSION SYSTEMS-—A study of the theory,
operation, performance characteristics and appli
cation of various types of propulsion systems used
in general and commercial aviation.

0548

FUNDAMENTALS OF INSTRUCTION — First half
devoted to various methods of academic instruc
tion, e.g., Lecture, Demonstration/Performance,
Problem Solving, Guided Discussion, etc., fol
lowed by test item construction and analysis; sec
ond half devoted to principles and procedures of
flight instruction.
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Course Number
AIRPORT DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT I
0550
—Construction, operation, management and main
tenance of a typical airport complex; leases, taxes,
landing fees, contract and lease negotiation, fuel
storage, parking, etc.
0551

AIRPORT DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT II
—Advanced application of knowledges and skills
obtained in Airport Development and Management
I.

0555

AEROSPACE VEHICLES—The study of various air
planes and aircraft used in general and commer
cial aviation and space travel with emphasis on
recent technological developments and their re
lationship and adaptability to passenger and cargo
transportation.

0560

AVIATION LAW—State, federal and international
statutes that apply to aircraft operation; the study
of federal and state regulations and directives.

0565

TRENDS IN AVIATION—Recent developments and
future expectations of developments of passenger
and cargo handling, processing and movement.

0570

PRINCIPLES OF SUPERVISION — Lower, middle
and upper management concepts and problems in
general and commercial aviation.

0575

FIXED BASE AND TERMINAL OPERATION—Prob
lems of Fixed Base Operators in competing in to
day’s expanding general aviation market. Taxes,
insurance, leases, cost analysis and accounting,
state and federal regulations and problems of tax
ation and depreciation are considered.

0580

MOUNTAIN FLYING TECHNIQUES AND PROCED
URES—Problems, procedures and techniques of
flight operations in mountainous terrain with em
phasis on types of equipment adaptable for such
operations; discussion on methods of entry and
exit from specific mountain airfields and airstrips
in the U.S. Northwest.

1001

BUSINESS MATH — No prerequisite. Theory and
practice in general methods and systems of storing
and retrieving information. Emphasis on alphabetic
filing procedures with additional practice in geo
graphic, numeric and subject filing.

1005

FILING — No prerequisite. Theory and practice in
general methods and systems of storing and re-
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Course Number

trieving information. Emphasis on alphabetic filing
procedures with additional practice in geographic,
numeric and subject filing.
1010

OFFICE MACHINES—Office Machines teaches the
operational skills of the 10-key adding-listing ma
chine, printing calculator, rotary calculator, and
electronic calculator necessary for successful
entry level employment in today’s business offices.

1015

TYPING I—Prerequisite none. Introduction of fun
damentals and skills. Includes: (1) care and opera
tion of a typewriter. (2) Alphabetic and numerical
keyboard. (3) Basic letters, tables, manuscripts
and forms. Required to complete Basic Typing Kit
with a speed of 30 words per minute with five
errors or less on a five-minute timed writing.

1016

TYPING II—Prerequisite, completion of Typing I
or challenge test. Emphasis placed on production
of mailable work. This will include one- and twopage letters, detailed tabulations, manuscripts,
carbons, and financial statements. Required to
complete Advanced Typing Kit with a speed of 45
words per minute with five errors or less on a fiveminute timed writing.

1017

TYPING III—Prerequisite, completion of Typing II
or challenge test. Designed to develop an ability
to solve typing problems that arise in office situa
tions. Student will produce work from disorganized
rough draft material. Required to complete Expert
Typing Kit with a Basic speed of 60 words per
minute with five errors or less on a five-minute
timed writing.

1018

TYPING IV — Prerequisite, completion of Typing
III or challenge test. This is a course for the typist
who wants to build speed as well as confidence
in production work.

1019

STATISTICAL TYPING — Prerequisite, completion
of Typing II or challenge test. This course will de
velop proficiency in statistical typing and tabula
tion. Required to have speed of 45 words per min
ute on straight copy with numbers on a five-minute
timed writing with three errors or less.

1020

MACHINE TRANSCRIPTION—Prerequisite, Typing
II and successful completion of a minimum funda
mentals test on spelling and grammar. The objec
tive of Machine Transcription is to teach efficient
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operations of machine transcribers and good tran
scribing techniques as well as competency in spell
ing, grammar and punctuation.
1025

RECORD KEEPING I—No prerequisite. Introduc
tion to record keeping forms and registers. Practi
cal application of business math is essential. Em
phasis is placed on neatness, accuracy and detail.

1026

RECORD KEEPING II—Prerequisite Record Keep
ing I. Brief introduction to double entry bookkeep
ing, journals, financial statements, and payroll.

1030

SECRETARIAL ACCOUNTING I—No prerequisite.
Basic double entry accounting including journaliz
ing, posting and the trial balance, with emphasis
on special journals and ledgers.

1031

SECRETARIAL ACCOUNTING II — Prerequisite
Secretarial Accounting I. Introduction to basic ad
justments classified financial statements, and pay
roll accounting. Practical application is imple
mented with practice sets.

1032

ACCOUNTING I—No preprequisite. Basic double
entry accounting through the complete accounting
cycle. Emphasis is placed on special journals,
ledgers, the worksheet, financial statements and
payroll.

1033

ACCOUNTING II—Prerequisite Accounting I— In
troduction to partnerships, the voucher systems,
departmental accounting, and the accural basis of
accounting. Concepts of and methods of recording
sales and property taxes, valuation of receivables,
inventory and notes.

1034

ACCOUNTING III—Prerequisite Accounting II—In
troduction to corporate equity and cost account
ing, including manufacturing statements and budg
eting.

1040

SHORTHAND I—No prerequisite. Theory and ap
plication of Gregg Shorthand through use of pro
grammed material and tapes permits individual
ized instruction at the learner’s own rate. A short
hand laboratory enables students to take dictation
at varying speeds as they progress through the
course. The student is tested at the end of each
lesson to determine his comprehension of the ma
terial. Excellent as a brushup course for those who
have had previous training. Upon completion of
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this course, the student will have passed a 100word theory and brief form test, and will be able
to take dictation at 40 words per minute.
1041

SHORTHAND II—Prerequisite Shorthand I, or test,
with the consent of the instructor. Application of
the theory learned in Shorthand I, and refinement
of transcription skills. Upon completion, the stu
dent will be able to take dictation at 60 words per
minute for three minutes with 95% accuracy on
practiced and new matter (3 takes), plus pass a
theory and brief form test with 80% accuracy.

1042

SHORTHAND III — Prerequisite, Shorthand II, or
consent of instructor. Completion requirements—
three, 80 words per minute takes with 95% accu
racy on new matter and transcription of acceptable
copy within a reasonable period of time.

1043

SHORTHAND IV—Prerequisite Shorthand II, or
consent of instructor. Completion requirements are
three, 100 words per minute takes with 95% ac
curacy on practiced and new matter, plus produc
tion of three mailable letters within 30 minutes.

1044

SHORTHAND V — Prerequisite Shorthand IV or
consent of instructor. Emphasis on increased vo
cabulary and speed building, plus refinement of
transcription skills- To complete three, 120 words
per minute takes with 95% accuracy, plus produc
tion of four to six mailable letters within 30 min
utes are required.

1050

CHARM FOR THE BUSINESS GIRL—Prerequisite,
Office Procedures. The course is designed to give
the student the visual poise, charm and confidence
necessary for a successful business career. Areas
to be covered are walking, standing, sitting, make
up, grooming, and social acumen as related to
the business office and the business world.

1055

CLERICAL AND CIVIL SERVICE TRAINING—Pre
requisite, none. An intensive preemployment re
view of the knowledge and basic skills that are
necessary for clerical positions. Review of gram
mar, punctuation, vocubulary, spelling, mathema
tics, letter writing, filing, and business information.
Gives practice in taking government and employ
ment tests.

1060

RECORDS MANAGEMENT — Prerequisite, Filing,
Typing III, Office Procedures or consent of
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1065

1070

1071

1075

1076

1090

instructor. Shows the student how to design a
filing system to fit the need; how to lay out the
most efficient work area; how to choose and train
the best personnel. It briefly reviews the four
major filing systems: alphabetical, numerical,
geographical and subject, and goes into the de
velopment and use of automated systems, micro
filming, and the latest filing and retrieval equip
ment.
OFFICE MANAGEMENT—Prerequisite, completion
of or enrollment in Model Office or Coop. A
course in planning, organizing and controlling
business services, systems, and procedures. Em
phasis is placed on current employment practices,
compensation and budget planning and control.
BUSINESS AND OFFICE PRACTICUM—Prerequi
site consent of instructor. The student is assigned
to a member of the faculty or staff to take notes for
meetings, transcribe and prepare the finished min
utes; take dictation for business letters, etc.; per
form any skill necessary to office work.
BUSINESS AND OFFICE DIRECTED STUDY — A
course designed for those students who wish to
pursue an independent study project under the
direction of a Business and Office instructor.
OFFICE PROCEDURES — Prerequisite, Typing II
and consent of instructor. Modern office tech
niques of telephone and telegraph, copying and
duplicating mailing services, banking activities,
work flow and office layout. Emphasis is placed on
proper office attitudes grooming and attire. This
course is a prerequisite for Model Office. Students
receive sufficient insurance background to enable
them to enroll in Model Office.
MODEL OFFICE—Prerequisite, Office Procedures
and consent of instructor. A simulated office where
students are given an opportunity to apply their
previously learned skills in a real office situation.
Each student will have an opportunity to rotate
through the 8-10 different office positions.
COOPERATIVE WORK EXPERIENCE (OFFICE OC
CUPATIONS—Prerequisite, final quarter of enroll
ment and consent of instructor. The student is
given paid on-the-job training in conjunction with
classroom training. The on-the-job training fol
lows a prescribed program outlined by the em
ployer and teacher-coordinator. Enrollment in this
course will depend upon available jobs.
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1501

INTRODUCTION TO AUTOMATED DATA PRO
CESSING—No prerequisite. Introduction to data
processing terminology, machines and systems
managements. Emphasis is placed on practical ap
plication of data processing to modern business
techniques.

1502

DATA PROCESSING MATH—No prerequisite. Pro
ficiency in basic computational areas including
fractions, decimals and percentages. The binary
system and hexadecimal system are applied to
basic business problems and applications.

1505

PRINCIPLES OF AUTOMATED DATA PROCESS
ING I—No prerequisite. Introduction to data pro
cessing terminology, machines and systems man
agement. Emphasis is placed on practical applica
tion of data processing to modern business.

1506

PRINCIPLES OF AUTOMATED DATA PROCESS
ING II—Preprequisite Basic Principles of Auto
mated Data Processing I. Applies knowledge
learned in Basic Principles of Automated Data
Processing I. Emphasis placed in the electronic
computer system, faster processing of informa
tion, problem solving and preparation of business
reports.

1510

KEYPUNCH I—Prerequisite typing. The student
learns how to operate and properly maintain the
029 keypunch and 059 verifier by utilizing practical
applications.

1511

KEYPUNCH II—Prerequisite Keypunch I. Putting
into practical use knowledge acquired in Keypunch
I by doing more sophisticated jobs. Working on
speed in numeric and alphabetic applications.

1515

TABULATING MACHINE OPERATIONS — Prere
quisite Basic Principles of Automated Data Pro
cessing I and II. The student learns how to operate
the sorter, collator, reproducer and document all
required data on these machines. Wiring of the collater and reproducer are covered in detail.

1520

PROGRAMMING I—(RPG) Prerequisites are Intro
duction to Automated Data Precessing, Keypunch,
Computer Operations. This course covers machine
languages such as S.P.S., R.P.G., and the basics
of Neat/3. Emphasis is placed on flowcharting,
documenting and coding a program in these lan
guages.
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1521

PROGRAMMING II — (Neat/3) Prerequistes are
those listed with Programming I. This course
covers coding and running programs in Neat/3
language, basics of Cobol with emphasis on more
extensive flowcharting, documentation, coding and
running of programs on the computer using Neat/3
and Cobol.

1522

PROGRAMMING III—(Cobol) Prerequisites listed
in Programming I and II. This course covers coding
and running actual jobs in Neat/3 and Cobol. The
programs become more sophisticated and com
plex. Coop may be substituted for the number of
hours necessary.

1530

DATA PROCESSING PRACTICUM—Prerequisite,
consent of instructor. Practical application of
learned knowledge and skills of data processing
in selected local businesses.

1590

COOPERATIVE WORK EXPERIENCE (DATA PRO
CESSING— Prerequisite, consent of instructor.
The student is given paid on-the-job training in
conjunction with classroom training. The on-thejob training follows a prescribed program outlined
by the employer and teacher-coordinator. Enroll
ment in this course will depend upon available
jobs.

2001

DIRECT CURRENT THEORY—A study of current
flow, direct current circuits, and concepts of
power. The course presents work with magnetic
circuits and introduces time varying currents. This
course utilizes mathematics tools as they are de
veloped in the mathematics course.

2002

ALTERNATING CURRENT THEORY—A study of
the basic laws pertaining to series and parallel
circuit, reactance, imperance, and polyphase sys
tems.

2003

TUBE AND SEMI-CONDUCTOR THEORY—A study
of electronic devices and how they work. Both
tube characteristics and solid state device char
acteristics are covered. Basic circuits and special
devices are included.

2004

DIRECT and ALTERNATING CURRENT MACHINES
—The theory of operation, application, and con
struction of direct and alternating current motors,
generators, and transformers.
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2010

MATH I (ALGEBRA)—A course in algebra, loga
rithms, and an introduction to trigonometry. Par
ticular stress is placed on the solution of systems
of linear equations and on slopes and rates of
change.

2011

MATH II (TRIGONOMETRY—A course in trigonom
etry related to the right triangle and the use of
complex number notation.

2012

MATH III (APPLIED CALCULUS)—A course cover
ing the elements of analytic geometry, differentia
tion, integration, and matrices. An introduction to
nondecimal number systems and Boolean Algebra
are included for a background in second year com
puter courses.

2015

DRAFTING—Drafting is designed to instill a knowl
edge and understanding of the oasic concepts of
both mechanical and electrical drafting. Drafting
is taught as a means of communication using the
tools of orthographic and pictoral projection.

2020

PHYSICS I—A study of force and motion as ap
plied to mechanics and the properties of matter.

2021

PHYSICS II—The principles of heat, light, and
sound and their application in industrial control.

2022

MECHANISMS —The study of fundamental con
cepts as found in basic mechanical and electro
mechanical mechanisms. These mechanisms are
studied in terms of their function, specifications,
and operating characteristics.

2025

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS I—A study of electri
cal, mechanical, optical, hydraulic, and pneumatic
systems used in industry for automatic control.

2026

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS II—A continuation of
Electronics I.

2027

COMPUTER FUNDAMENTALS — This course in
cludes an introduction to computers, logic, num
bering systems, Boolean Algebra, magnetic device
fundamentals, and transistor switching character
istics. Circuit analysis and basic circuit combina
tions to provide functional groupings are also
studied.

2028

COMPUTER SYSTEMS—This course deals with
computer and the peripheral devices which are
associated with the computer.
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2035

INSTRUMENTATION—A study of instruments in
their operation, purpose, and application in indus
trial process control.

2501

ORIENTATION TO FORESTRY—No prerequisites.
A general background course in what forestry is
about and what its importance is to the economy
and general welfare of people in Montana and the
U.S. in general.

2505

ELEMENTARY SURVEYING — Prerequisite basic
understanding of algebra and geometry and a con
current course in trigonometry. Learning to use
surveying instruments such as compass, chains,
abney levels and make simple land surveys and
plane table maps.

2506

ADVANCED SURVEYING—Prerequisite math and
Elementary Surveying. Use of the engineer’s level
and transit in differential and profile leveling, mea
surement of angles, traversing, stadia, and bound
ary surveys.

2510

TECHNICAL DRAWING—No prerequisite. Lecture
and lab courses in lettering, map making covering
scales to use, layout; depicting topography, cul
tural features and legends used in forestry work.

2515

ROAD LOCATION—Prerequisite math, Surveying
I and II. Road standards, considerations in route
selection and road location, route projection, re
connaissance for a projected route and road loca
tion survey procedures and practice.

2516

ROAD DESIGN AND STAKING — Prerequisites
math, Surveying I and II, Technical Drawing, and
Road Location. Preparation of a graphic road de
sign for branch timber sale and main access roads
based on a preliminary line traverse and placing
construction stakes in the field.

2520

BOTANY—No prerequisite. Basic plant, taxonomy,
morphology, reproduction, genetics and metabo
lism.

2521

DENDROLOGY—(1/2 field, 1/2 lecture) No prerequi
site. A practical approach to identifying the tree
species and forest types of the Pacific Northwest.
Taxonomy and the use of a botanical key is also
covered. Commercial species indigenous to other
regions are studied as time allows.
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2522
FOREST ECOLOGY AND SILVIOS—Prerequisite
Botany. Concepts of forest ecology, solar radiation,
climatic factors, soil factors, nutrient and soil
water cycles, site, competition and survival, forest
successing, disturbance effects, silvicultural char
acteristics or major timber species of the Pacific
Northwest.

2523

APPLIED SILVICULTURE —(% lecture, % lab) Pre
requisites Forest Ecology and Silvics. A practical
analysis of the various intermediate cuttings, silvi
cultural systems and regeneration methods com
monly used by foresters in the United States.

2525

INSECT AND DISEASE CONTROL—(% lecture,
1/3 lab) Prerequisite Timber Harvesting. The estab
lishment, control and use of forest resource to best
serve the needs of the nation.

2530

FOREST MEASUREMENTS I — Prerequisite basic
understanding of algebra and geometry and con
current course in math. Course covers lectures
and lab exercises at saw mills with check scales
by industry and government scalers.

2531

FOREST MEASUREMENTS II—(% lecture, % lab)
Prerequisites Dendrology for Forestry Technician
and Elementary Surveying and Forestry Measure
ments I for both Aides and Technicians. Survey
ing forest land to locate timber and estimate its
quantity by species, products, size, quality and
other characteristics.

2532

FOREST MEASUREMENTS III — Prerequisites
math, advanced math, and Cruising I. Principles of
point or variable plot sampling, how point sampl
ing works, instruments for point sampling, field
procedures, and office procedures and computa
tions.

2535

FOREST PRODUCTS—(1/2 lecture, 1/2 lab) No pre
requisite. An in-depth review of the many products
that are produced directly or indirectly from forest
lands. Field trips to the many forest products in
dustries in the Missoula area reinforce the class
discussions.

2540

SOILS—No prerequisites. Soils and plant growth,
parent materials of soils, soil formation and class
ifications, physical, chemical and collordal prop
erties of soils, life in the soil, organic matter, soil
water and soil and water conservation.
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2545

FIRE PROTECTION—No prerequisites. Fundamen
tals and practices of fire prevention, pre-suppres
sion, fire behavior and fire suppression.

2550

FORESTY TOOLS—No prerequisites. Use, safety
and maintenance of hand tools, power tools and
vehicles commonly used in forestry work.

2555

PHOTO INTERPRETATION — Prerequisites math
and Surveying I concurrently. Characteristics of
aerial photos, the three dimensional image, basic
photo measurements, photo interpretation and
field use of aerial photos.

2560

INTRODUCTION TO MARKETING AND ECONOM
ICS — No prerequisites. A survey of the basic
business principles that influence the buying
selling, and distribution of forest products.

2561

FOREST ECONOMICS—(% lecture, y3 lab) Pre
requisite Introduction to Marketing and Econom
ics. A working analysis of production firms and
their supply, demand and its meeting with supply,
economy institutions and the forest economy at
large.

2565

TIMBER HARVESTING — (2/5 lecture, 3/5 lab)
Prerequisite Dendrology, Soils, Applied Silvicul
ture. A practical analysis of the various logging
methods commonly used in the Pacific North
west. Field trips reinforce class discussions.

2570

RECREATION PLANNING AND IMPROVEMENTS
—(1/2 lecture, 1/2 lab) No prerequisite. A survey
of the various kinds of recreation uses and types
of planning used by land managers.

2571

FOREST POLICY AND LAWS—No prerequisites.
Course covers the history of forest and range
policy over the periods of land acquisition by the
Federal Government, settlement and disposal
area, the laws relating to reservation of public
lands and their management by private owners,
states, and Federal agencies. The more important
Federal Land Management Laws are examined
in considerable detail.

2572

RANGE AND WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT—Prere
quisite courses in ecology and botany. The
course covers range and wildlife habitat and pop
ulation survey method and management possibi
lities under a variety of situations.
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2573

FOREST MANAGEMENT — Prerequisites Forest
Economics and Botany. The application of busi
ness methods and economics to the growth and
management of forest property.

2574

WATERSHED MANAGEMENT — No prerequisite.
The affect of vegetative and manipulation on the
yield and purity of water.

2575

SUPERVISION AND FORMANSHIP—No prerequi
sites. A course directed at how to serve as a fore
man or leader of men or crews in forestry work in
regular situations or emergencies such as on large
fires. It also covers training methods and relation
ship with both management and employees.

2580

FIRST AID—No prerequisites. Meets the require
ments for the American Red Cross Advanced First
Aid card.

2581

MATHEMATICS — No prerequisites. A review of
math in the area of basic algebra and geometry
and instruction in the trigonometry required for
cruising, aerial photo interpretation, scaling and
road location subjects.

2582

STATISTICAL SAMPLING—Prerequisite Mathema
tics. Basic application of probability and sampling.

2585

ROAD AND TRAIL LOCATION—Prerequisite Math,
Elementary Surveying, Technical Drawing, Photo
Interpretation. Course covers all elements of locat
ing surveying and staking of a logging type road
using abney levels, chains, transits, and engineers
levels.

2586

GENERAL FORESTRY I—No prerequisites. An in
troduction to dendrology, botany, and ecology.

2587

GENERAL FORESTRY 11 — Prerequisite General
Forestry I. A continuation of General Forestry I.

2588

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT I — No prerequisite.
Courses in soils, watershed management, geolo
gy mining claims on public lands, responsibilities
of federal and state agencies for land and water
management, range management and wildlife
management.

2589

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT II — Prerequisite Re
source Management I. A continuation of Resource
Management I.
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WRITTEN COMMUNICATION—Spelling, grammar,
3001
vocabulary, business letters and other forms of
office communications. Resumes and letters of
application.
3005

TECHNICAL WRITING—Prerequisite Writen Com
munication and consent of the instructor. Present
ing highly technical information related to major
field in clear and simple language.

3010

ORAL COMMUNICATION — The listener. The
speaker. Interpreting what is said. Group discus
sions. Extemporaneous and impromptu speaking.
Job interviewing.

3015

HUMAN RELATIONS—Analyzing and solving “peo
ple caused” problems. Understanding yourself and
relating to others socially and on the job.

3020

CONSUMER ECONOMICS—Emphasis on personal
finance. Management including use of credit,
taxes, social security, insurance, consumer rights
and responsibilities, housing and transportation.

3025

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS — Emphasis is on the
worker, his wages, advancement, security, respon
sibilities to his employer, retirement and various
compensations. Also examines organized labor,
unions, collective bargaining, and strikes.

3501

GRADE STAKE I—Setting, reading, and relocating
grade stakes used in road construction.

3502

GRADE STAKES II—Prerequisite Grade Stakes I.
A continuation of Grade Stakes I emphasizing plan
reading and the use of a transit.

3503

GRADE STAKES III—Prerequisite Grade Stakes II.
A continuation of Grade Stakes II, including onsight field application of stake setting for road con
struction.

3505

SAFETY FOR OPERATORS—Safety practices re
quired for the operation of heavy duty equipment,
including acceptable work procedures.

3506

FIRST AID I—Elementary first aid for minor injuries.

3507

FIRST AID II—An approved Red Cross first aid
course leading to standard and advanced first aid
certification.

3510

INTRODUCTION TO LUBRICANTS — Principles
and techniques of lubricating heavy equipment.
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Emphasis is placed on the proper selection of re
quired lubricants and the development of a sched
ule for preventative maintenance.
3515

INTRODUCTION TO HEAVY DUTY SERVICE—Ap
plication of a schedule for preventative mainten
ance for operators of heavy equipment.

3516

HEAVY DUTY SERVICE—A continuation of the in
troductory course with field applications.

3520

OPERATIONAL MATH—A course designed for op
erators and mechanics, emphasizing the practi
cal application of mathematics to the computation
of compression ratios, engine displacement, horse
power, grade slopes, and fills.

3525

GRADE EQUIPMENT—Orientation to and opera
tion of the scraper, dozer, front-end loader, and
grader.

3530

HEAVY EQUIPMENT USES—A course for opera
tors in the field use of the scraper, dozer, front
end loader and grader.

3535

COMPACTION AND COMPACTION EQUIPMENT—
Orientation to and use of compaction equipment
available in the heavy equipment industry.

3540

FIELD OPERATION (OPERATOR)—A course for
operators in the use of all heavy construction
equipment for completion of specialized construc
tion projects.

3545

INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES FOR OPER
ATORS—Orientation to heavy equipment engines
with an emphasis on preventative maintenance ac
ceptable operational procedures.

3550

USE OF HAND TOOLS—Includes tool nomencla
ture, selection, use, and maintenance.

3555

SAFETY FOR MECHANICS—Orientation to heavy
construction working conditions, procedures, and
identification and correction of hazardous condi
tions.

3560

DIESEL MECHANIC SERVICE I—Principles of twoand four-cycle engine operation and nomencla
ture. Trouble shooting of malfunctions in cooling,
fuel, and ignition systems.
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3561

DIESEL MECHANIC SERVICE II—Rebuilding and
repairing of various types of heavy construction
equipment.

3565

INTRODUCTION TO OPERATION—Orientation to
heavy construction equipment such as the scraper,
dozer, front-end loader, and grader for mechanics.

3566

FIELD OPERATION (MECHANICS)—A brief appli
cation of heavy construction equipment.

3575

LUBRICANTS AND FUELS—A review and field ap
plication for mechanics of the various types of lu
bricants and a schedule of preventative mainten
ance and repair of heavy construction equipment.

3580

INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES FOR ME
CHANICS—The study of the different types of
heavy construction engines, their operation, and
the trouble shooting of malfunctions. This course
also emphasizes major and minor repair.

3585

INTRODUCTION TO HEAVY DUTY EQUIPMENT
(WELDERS) — Preventative maintenance, lubrica
tion, and minor adjustments of heavy equipment.
An orientation course for welders.

3590

COOPERATIVE WORK EXPERIENCE (HEAVY
EQUIPMENT) —Prerequisite, final quarter of enroll
ment and consent of instructor. The student is pro
vided paid on-the-job training in conjunction with
classroom instruction and supervision.

4501

MEDICAL TERMINOLOGY I — No prerequisite.
Basic knowledge of Greek and Latin word root,
suffixes, and prefixes, and the formation of com
mon medical terms-

4502

MEDICAL TERMINOLOGY II—Prerequisite Medical
Terminology I. Advanced work with medical terms
and disease processes. Intense study of medical
terms associated with first six of the body systems.

4503

MEDICAL TERMINOLOGY III—Prerequisite Medi
cal terminology I and II. Advanced work with
medical terms and their relation to various disease
processes of the six remaining human anatomical
systems.

4505

ANATOMY—No prerequisite. Basic knowledge of
human body systems and how they work, with em
phasis on the body as a whole. Also includes
knowledge of medical terms.
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4510

MEDICAL COMMUNICATIONS I—No prerequisite.
Analyzing and solving “people caused” problems.
Understanding yourself and relating to others so
cially and on the job.

4511

MEDICAL COMMUNICATIONS II—No prerequisite.
Spelling, grammar, vocabulary, business letters.
Designed to enable student to become proficient
in the written message so that she can transcribe
grammaticaly correct letters and reports the phy
sician dictates.

4512

MEDICAL COMMUNICATIONS III — Prerequisite
Medical Communications IL Emphasis is placed on
business letters for the physician, written and oral
medical reports about case histories the student
writes, insurance, medical ethics, the resume, let
ters of application, interviewing, and procuring of
job.

4515

MEDICAL STATISTICAL TYPING — Prerequisite
Typing I. Designed to develop speed and skill in
tabulation, numbers, and working with medical
forms.

4516

MEDICAL TYPING—Prerequisite Typing I and Sta
tistical Typing, Medical Terminology I, II, and Sec
retarial Accounting I. Student works for two physi
cians in a hypothetical situation. She schedules
surgeries, makes appointments, bills and collects,
transcribes, and learns how to coordinate all acti
vities into a smooth-flowing day.

4520

MEDICAL TRANSCRIPTION I—Advanced medical
transcription, with emphasis on letters and reports.
Emphasis is placed on typing a mailable copy the
first time through a transcription.

4521

MEDICAL TRANSCRIPTION II—A continuation of
Medical Transcription I, with emphasis on speed
building and accuracy.

4525

MEDICAL OFFICE PROCEDURES—No prerequi
site. Modern office techniques of telephoning,
making appointments, medical transcription, work
flow, office layout, billing and collecting, confi
dentiality of patient and office records. Emphasis
is placed on proper office attitudes, grooming, and
attire.

4590

COOPERATIVE WORK EXPERIENCE (MEDICAL
SECRETARY)—Prerequisite consent of instructor.
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The student is provided paid on-the-job training in
conjunction with classroom instruction and super
vision. Enrollment in this course will depend on
available jobs.

5001

INTRODUCTION TO BUSINESS—No prerequisite.
General information on types of business organi
zations, marketing, stocks and bonds, insurance,
and employment. Each student will be required to
use the above principles in developing a detailed
business project.

5002

BUSINESS LAW FOR OFFICE OCCUPATIONS—
No prerequisite. Basic principles of business law
in regard to contracts, business ethics, and credit
and collection. Emphasis is placed on terminology
and practical application.

5003

BUSINESS PRINCIPLES AND ECONOMICS FOR
AVIATION—A general business course oriented
toward the professional pilot. Emphasis is on the
creation of a fictional fixed-base operation offer
ing aviation services and products on a typical
general aviation airport.

5005

SALESMANSHIP—The principles of selling includ
ing the kinds of selling, the steps of the sale, con
sumer buying motives, demonstrating the merchan
dise, handling objections and suggestion selling.
Students will give a sales demonstration in class.

5006

SALES PROMOTION AND VISUAL MERCHANDIS
ING—Students will gain a knowledge of promo
tional activities such as direct mail advertising,
broadcasting media, point-of-purchase advertis
ing, window displays and in-store promotion.

5010

MANAGEMENT SEMINAR—Students have an op
portunity to listen to and enter into meaningful
discussions with leaders in the field of distribu
tion, tour business establishments, and work to
gether as a mid-management club.

5015

MID-MANAGEMENT PRACTICUM — To be com
pleted one of the first three quarters of enrollment.
Students willl work on a practicum basis in the
Missoula Technical Center Book Store and receive
individualized instruction in all phases of the
store’s operation. Consent of instructor required
for enrollment.

5020

PRINCIPLES OF BUSINESS—A beginning course
designed to acquaint students with the types of
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business organizations, stocks and bonds, insur
ance and employment. Emphasis is placed on cur
rent trends in business.

5025

PRINCIPLES OF MARKETING—A general survey
of the nature, significance, and scope of market
ing. Emphasis is placed upon the channels of
distribution, different types of goods and services,
priceing and government regulations.

5030

MERCHANDISING MATH—This course is designed
to acquaint students with the mathematic princi
ples related to invoices, purchase orders, trade dis
counts, interest charges, percentages and frac
tions.

5035

RETAIL STORE OPERATION AND MANAGEMENT
—This course will develop the student’s under
standing of the functions of management, the qual
ifications for management, procuring capital, phy
sical facilities, budgeting and inventory manage
ment.

5040

BUSINESS LAW (MID-MANAGEMENT)—Introduc
tion to the study of law, contractural relationships,
commercial paper, sales, the Uniform Commercial
Code, and labor laws.

5045

PRINCIPLES OF ADVERTISING — A
selecting and utilizing the advertising
in the techniques of layout, copywriting,
planning and evaluation. Emphasis is
the printed media.

5050

PRINCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT —The essentials
of the management process as it relates to distri
butive businesses. Students will study the princi
ples involved in planning, organizing, control and
leadership as a part of the management function.

5055

APPLIED ECONOMICS—A study of the principles
of production, distribution and consumption of
goods and services, money and banking, prices
and competition and current economic issues.

5060

DIRECTED STUDY (MID-MANAGEMENT) — A
course designed for those students who wish to
pursue an independent study project under the di
rection of a Mid-Management instructor.

5065

PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT —A study of employ
er-employee relations, leadership in supervision,
union relations and the techniques of recruiting,
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selecting, transferring,
workers.

promoting and training

5070

CREDIT AND COLLECTIONS—A study of the prin
ciples and practices of credit and collections man
agement including the types of credit, evaluation
of credit risks, credit controls, collections and legal
remedies, formulation of credit policies and
sources of credit information.

5075

RETAIL BUYING—Students will study the role of
a buyer and become aware of buying decisions.
The student will acquaint himself with the techni
ques of buying, merchandise plans, seasonal mer
chandising problems and budgeting.

5090

COOPERATIVE WORK EXPERIENCE (MID-MAN
AGEMENT)—This phase of the student’s mid-man
agement training includes actual work experience
in a distributive business. Enrollment and employ
ment must be with approval of the mid-manage
ment coordinator.

5501

BODY STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION—The body
as a whole with all its systems in normal function
is studied and then the student learns about the
body in conditions of illness.

5505

MICROBIOLOGY—The microscopic world that af
fects the medical field and the environment in
which the student lives is learned.

5510

VOCATIONAL RELATIONS — The student learns
how to get along with others in the para-medical
field. His limitations by law are also studied.

5515

NUTRITION—The student learns about normal nu
trition to maintain his health and that of others.
Modification in diet needed for conditions of illness
is studied.

5520

MEDICAL TERMINOLOGY (PRACTICAL NURSES)
—The terminology peculiar to the medical field
is learned.

5525

FIRST AID (PRACTICAL NURSES)—All students
earn a first aid card from the American Red Cross.

5530

NURSING NEEDS OF PEOPLE IN ILLNESS—The
student learns to meet the physical, mental and
emotional needs of those who are ill.

5535

DRUGS AND THEIR ADMINISTRATION — Medi
cines that are used as drug therapy are studied and
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5540

5545

6001

6002

the student learns correct administration of medi
cines with the hazards that accompany this
therapy.
CARE OF MOTHER AND THE NEWBORN — The
prenatal and postnatal care of the mother is
studied with its complications. The care of the
newborn stresses the successful survival of the
newborn.
CARE OF CHILDREN—The care of the child from
newborn to later teens is studied with an under
standing of the emotional and developmental
changes peculiar to the age.
INTRODUCTION TO SMALL ENGINE TECHNOL
OGY—History of small engines and use of hand
tools. Importance of safety, both in attitude and
use of equipment.
ENGINE COMPONENTS — Understanding of the
components and principles of operation of twoand four-cycle engines.

6003

IGNITION, CARBURETION AND FUEL SYSTEMS—
Types of starter and ignition systems, fuel systems
and the operation and function of carburetors.

6005

MANUFACTURING SPECIFICATIONS AND MAN
UALS—Skills are taught in the ordering and pric
ing of parts through the use of manufacturers’ spe
cifications, manuals, and parts catalogues.

6010

POWER APPLICATION — Selection of year, belt
and pulley combinations for the most effective op
eration of an engine.

6015

SPEED CONTROLS AND TUNE-UP—Maintenance
and proper governor action and operation on small
engines. Tune-up manuals are read and the in
structions followed step by step in engine tune-up.

6020

TROUBLE-SHOOTING — Diagnosing engine mal
functions. A systematic-method of trouble-shooting
and testing of faulty engines is emphasized.

6025

MAJOR ENGINE OVERHAUL—Disassembly pro
cedures and the measuring of parts for service
ability and wear limits are covered. Worn parts
are replaced and the engine is then reassembled
and properly tuned.

6030

RECORD KEEPING (SMALL ENGINE MECHANIC)
—Principles of business records for a small en
gine repair shop. Inventory, banking and payroll-
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6090

COOPERATIVE WORK EXPERIENCE (SMALL EN
GINES)—Actual on-the-job work experience in a
local small engine repair shop.

6501

WELDING MATH—The use of direct and indirect
measurements to compute cost and amount of ma
terial required. Basic geometry to compute volume
and square measurement, and the application of
trigonometry triangulation to lay out projects.

6502

WELDING, CUTTING, AND BURNING (HEAVY
EQUIPMENT)—Rod identification, application of
common electrodes, and welding machine adjust
ments. The four standard positions of welding and
the welding of commonly used joints. Course for
the orientation of Heavy Equipment Operators and
Mechanics.

6505

WELDING METALLURGY I—Identification and ap
plication of the different ferrous and non-ferrous
metals used in welding. Application through use of
arc, acetylene and MIG and TIG welding.

6506

WELDING METALLURGY II — A continuation of
Welding Metallurgy I, with practical application.

6507

WELDING METALLURGY III — A continuation of
Welding Metallurgy II.

6510

LAYOUT AND DESIGN I—Reading and working
from fabrication drawings. Layout of material re
quired for a particular project cutting waste to a
minimum. The computation of cost for the custo
mer and working with industrial codes and speci
fications.

6511

LAYOUT AND DESIGN II—A continuation of Lay
out and Design I.

9001

GENERAL CLASSROOM INSTRUCTION I — The
American schools, problems, trends, and responsi
bilities. Role and duties of the teacher and the aide
in the school.

9002

GENERAL CLASSROOM INSTRUCTION II —
Growth and development of children. Learning ex
perience for the young child. First aid and safety
instruction.

9005

LIBRARY INSTRUCTION I—History and philosophy
elementary and high school, and other libraries,
Tools (card and book catalogs, classification sys
tems and reference materials).
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9006

LIBRARY INSTRUCTION II—Services: public and
technical.

9010

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS DEVELOPMENT—
Lettering, overhead transparency mounting, visual
making techniques. Operation of audio-visual
equipment.

9015

OFFICE SKILLS AND PRACTICE — Alphabetical
filing, office machine operation and personal de
velopment.

9020

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDE PRACTICUM I—(Fall quar
ter October, November, December) Utilization of
skills in a classroom situation. Three hours a day.

9021

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDE PRACTICUM II—(Winter
quarter) Utilization of skills in a classroom situa
tion, assignment at a different grade level. Three
hours a day.

9022

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDE PRACTICUM III—(Spring
quarter) Volunteer work experience in a classroom
or school office situation. Seven hours a day.
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